HOOD
CANAL
DAY CHARTER
Begin your adventure by heading out with us on the charter boat Lu-Jac’s Quest to
explore the incredible diving of the Hood Canal. The vessel is a comfortable 42 ft
long and 14 ft wide with a large back deck and spacious cabin. The dive sites offer
a variety of life here in the Pacific Northwest from Pacific Giant Octopus and
Wolfeels to name a few. You can also see many Nudibranchs, Lingcod, Rockfish,
Puget Sound King Crab and much, much more.
Charter Details
Bring along your underwater camera as you will
want to take home some great photos of every-  Meet at ferry by 6:45 AM
thing you will see. The boat will choose the dive  Charter returns ~2 pm.
site dependent on weather and tides. Most of
 Includes soup, snacks, coffee/
tea/water
the dives sites have mooring buoys for easy
Cost
ascents and descents. All the nature viewing is
$125
or
Club
Members
$120 + tax
not just underwater, as getting to and from the
sites we
can encounter Bald Eagles, Sealions or even
Porpoise. It makes for a great day out on the
water enjoying what the Pacific Northwest is
best known for, Nature! Be sure to pack
plenty of warm clothing, camera and maybe
even some sunscreen! You will need to catch
the 7:15 AM Coupeville-Port Townsend Ferry.
Reservations required. Load on the boat at
9:00 AM. 10 spots available.
Requirements: Each diver must have been diving within the last 60 days and have cold water diving
experience. You will need all dive equipment, which includes 2-tanks, a BC, safe second, dive computer,
safety sausage & whistle.
 Paid in full reserves your spot. There are no refunds for any cancellation less than 48 hours from
departure.
 We recommend this charter for most divers, there can be currents and live boat operations.
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